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Abstract

For obtaining bank loan, the farmers should apply to the nearest branch of a Commercial, Co-operative or
Regional Rural Bank in their area in the prescribed application form which is available in the branches of
financing bank. The Technical officer attached to or the Manager of the bank can help / give guidance to the
farmers in preparing the project report to obtain bank loan by using conventional method which is basically
a complex and time consuming. In today’s era of Smart phones, tablet PCs and Notebooks where a spreadsheet
program in the form of Excel is readily accessible by most veterinarians, it should be possible to adapt the
various laborious steps involved in the said method to a spreadsheet program. This model would provide a
more informed decision making process in management for maximal economic profitability. We made
modifications to an existing conventional method and simulated the conventional model and we assure this
is going to be a trend setting model in making detailed project reports.
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Introduction

Sheep with its multi-facet utility for meat, wool,
milk, skins and manure, form an important
component of rural economy particularly in the arid,
semi-arid and mountainous areas of the country. It
provides a dependable source of income to the
shepherds through sale of wool and animals. It is
almost impossible for a middle class man who is
willing to establish this but loan from banks with re-
finance facility from NABARD is available for
starting sheep farming. For obtaining bank loan, the
farmers should apply to the nearest branch of a
Commercial, Co-operative or Regional Rural Bank
in their area in the prescribed application form which
is available in the branches of financing bank. The
Technical officer attached to or the Manager of the
bank can help / give guidance to the farmers in
preparing the project report to obtain bank loan. For
sheep development schemes with very large outlays,

detailed reports of high value of good expertise will
have to be prepared; this is definitely a big and
difficult task for the veterinarian to prepare such deal.
Hence, we made an attempt to simplify the traditional
way of making detailed project report to a handy,
ready to use excel spread sheet.

Materials and Methods

The purpose of this spreadsheet is to allow
prediction of the income and expenditure of the
project based upon measureable or observable,
characteristics of farm. Terminology for required
inputs is self-explanatory.

The spreadsheet program is based on the various
steps involved in conventional method by the
following inputs or assumptions:

1. Techno-Economic Assumptions which involves
Type of animal, Initial Capacity, Cost of animals
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(Rs./animal), Feed consumption (Kg/day), No. of
days of Feeding/Cycle, Cost of Feed, Floor space
requirement (Sq.ft/animal), Cost of construction (Rs./
Sq.ft) (Thatched), Cost of equipment (Rs./animal),
Insurance premium/animal (%), Veterinary aid/
animal/year (Rs.), Conception Rate (%), Inter
Lambing period (months), Sale price of Ram Lamb
(Rs./animal), Sale price of Ewe Lamb (Rs./animal),
Sale price of culled ewes (Rs./animal), Income from
manure (Rs./animal/year), Net Income towards
Repayment (%) etc.

2. Details of Investment which involves Fixed
Investment, Fixed Cost, Variable Cost etc.

3. Production Chart which involves Opening stock,
Lambs born details, Mortality in Lambs, Lambs Sold,
Culled, Closing Stock etc.

4. Income-Expenditure Statement

5. Profit And Loss Statement

6. Cash Flow Statement

7. Financial Analysis of The Project

Result

A spreadsheet program for the assessment of all
the above steps was presented in different sheets. It
may be noted that the calculations in the spreadsheet
program are accurate from the representative example
provided. The designed spreadsheet was checked
for the accuracy (Fig. 1) and also for the extremes of
values in the assessments.

Fig. 1: Snapshots taken from the actual spreadsheet of Detailed Bankable Project Reports

Here you can change your assumptions and the rest will be calculated automatically

Techno-Economic Assumptions
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Production Chart

Income-Expenditure Statement

Profit and Loss Statement

Repayment Schedule
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Cash Flow Statement

Discussion

Veterinarian have to derive this farm income
expenditure assessment on the bank platform in
front of the farmer and banker, which is sometimes
very discomfortable to do all the laborious, tricky,
confusing, time consuming calculations for his
sake in a less time. The spreadsheet on the
following page provides a quantitative assessment
of all the needed steps. A spreadsheet is a computer
application that simulates an accounting
worksheet. It displays multiple cells which together
make up a grid comprising of rows and columns.
It can be used to store, process, analyze and
graphically represent data. A formula entered in a
cell in the spreadsheet defines how the content of
that cell is to be calculated from the contents of
any other cell(s) each time the content of the other
cell(s) is updated.

Financial Analysis of the Project

Conclusion

The difficulty which usually concerns
veterinarians at banks is the assessment of a good
quality detailed project report. However we regularly
assess it based on the said conventional method at
our college extension labs, we often encountered
various problems which were listed below: 1. The
calculations involved in the assessment are time
consuming, tricky and laborious. 2. The calculations
appear confusing when reviewed at a later date. 3. It
is often difficult to explain to the banker or in the
thesis or discussions how a final figure was arrived
at. With a goal to simplify the calculation, we have
explored the possibility of adapting the conventional
method to a spreadsheet. With this, the calculations
happen automatically and they are reproducible in
the form of a printout which can easily explain how
the final figure was arrived at in case of bankable
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loan documentations. The spreadsheet makes the
whole process of assessment faster and user friendly.
The program was thoroughly tested for the entire
range of values which are possible. One
representative study was also presented to help
understand the applicability of this program. The
designed spreadsheet was checked the accuracy of

spreadsheet program (Fig.1) for the extremes of values
in the assessments.
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